cyberman365 idnotify
explained
Protect your family with our comprehensive digital monitoring and security.
Also, rely on our ID Restoration and Insurance coverage when you need it most.
Cyberman365 IDNotify has coverage options for individuals and families:
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a d u lt + c h i l d r e n

Take back control of your data with our
comprehensive digital monitoring.

Protect your family with our additional
child digital monitoring options.

how cyberman365 idnotify works

protect

alert
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Set Up Monitoring

Trust IDNotify to protect your digital wellbeing. We provide continuous monitoring of
your personal data, whether financial, medical or social. Any level of exposure to your
personal information is detrimental which is why we scan the dark web (known for
selling stolen personal data) for your details. If someone tries to use your Social
Security Number you will know about it.

Instant Alerts

Receive instant alerts via text or email if an identity thief uses your personal data to
open a new account or verify your identity. IDNotify’s 24/7 monitoring and alert
system puts you back in control of your data and allows you to act before its too late,
minimizing the potential damage a fraudster could cause.

ID Restoration Support & Insurance

If you become a victim of identity theft, a U.S. based Fraud Resolution Agent will
deliver step by step support to investigate and restore your identity. Our Limited
Power of Attorney option allows our agents to manage recovery on your behalf,
helping to alleviate a stressful situation. You are covered up to $1 million for certain
eligible expenses associated with ID theft.

Refer to the highlight sheet for individual feature descriptions.
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cyberman365 homesafe
explained
HomeSafe is always watching over your network and devices for cyber
vulnerabilities and will suggest improvements to strengthen your security
posture. In the event of a cybersecurity incident, we will work to remediate the
situation, restore your device or provide compensation to make you whole.

household
Defend your home against cyber
attacks.

how cyberman365 homesafe works
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Scan and Monitor the Home Network

Download the Cyberman365 HomeSafe app, connect your network and register your
‘Internet of Things’ devices. Our system will then simulate possible cyber attacks
allowing us to uncover vulnerable access points for the connected devices in your
home. Following our analysis of your home network, HomeSafe will be activated
providing 24/7 monitoring services for potential cyber threats.

Increase Your Cyber Resilience

HomeSafe will scan your IoT devices and network to identify how you can make
improvements to your home security. We will then provide step by step instructions
for you to follow so you can implement preventative measures to further reduce your
chances of a cyber incident.

Cyber Incident Management and Compensation

In the event of a security incident, a unique artificial intelligence will handle the
initial attack phases. For high-level threats an expert human response team is on
hand to take over the network and stop the attack. Depending upon the severity of
the attack, the HomeSafe solution will either restore your device, network, data or
pay to replace it completely.

Refer to the highlight sheet for individual feature descriptions.
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